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Answering aquestion of Ketonen we build a non-minimal p.point in a generic extension of 
L[U]. A non-minimal RF-minimal Q-point is built too. Some other constructions related to 
these are investigated. 
O. Introduction 
We concern ourselves with k-complete ultrafilters over a measurable cardinal k. 
Let us call such ultrafilters measurable ultrafilters. 
Ketonen [4], using a measurable cardinal which is a limit of measurable 
cardinals, built a non-minimal p-point. This p-point is a sum of measurable 
ultrafilters. He asked [5, Ouestion 2.12] (see also [3, Question 4.9]), if the 
existence of such p-point implies the existence of 0+; and [5, Question 2.13], if a 
non-minimal p-point is always a sum of measurable ultrafilters. 
Theorem 0.1. Con(ZF+ measurable) implies Con(ZFC+ there is a non-minimal 
p-point over a measurable which is not a sum). 
A measureable ultrafilter U over k is called 2-Ramsey if for every fufiction 
F : k 2 ~ {0, 1, 2} there is a set A s U such that IF"([A]2)I ~< 2. Kanamori [3] proved 
that Ketonen's p-point is 2-Ramsey. He asked [3, Question 4.12] if a p-point 
which is a successor of a minimal (in the Rudin-Keisler ordering) measurable 
ultrafilter is always 2-Ramsey, and [3, Question 4.8] if there exists a p-point such 
that it is a successor of a minimal, 2-Ramsey and not a sum. 
Theorem 0.2. Con(ZF+ measurable) implies 
(1) Con(ZFC+ there is a p-point over a measurable such that it is a successor of 
a minimal measurable ultrafilter, but it is not 2-Ramsey).  
(2) Con(ZFC + there is a p-point over a measurable such that is a successor of a 
minimal and 2-Ramsey, but not a sum). 
Solovay, starting from k 2e-supercompact, built a measurable ultrafilter on k 
which is not p-point but is Rudin-Frol ik (RF) minimal (i.e., is not a sum). 
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Ketonen [5, Question 2.17] asked if a Q-point W with A(W) = 2 is always a sum, 
where A(W) = ord{[f]w [f . (W)  extends the dosed unbounded filter}. 
Theorem 0.7,. Con(ZF+ measurable) implies Con(ZFC+ there is a RF-minimal 
Q-point W so that A(W) = 2). 
Let us give a brie~f sketch of the proof. Starting with V = L[U],  the model of the 
set~ con~truetible frem a normal ultrafilter U over a measurable cardinal k, we 
buikl b'¢ Silver's Forcing Method a ~,e~lerie xtension V[G] of V (we add by 
'Backwards Easton Forcing' a generic function from k to k): For getting a 
non-mirAmal p-point ~e find in V[G] a commutative extension of the following 
diagram 
Vk~/U2 i<,,~,.,.__ Vk~/U3 
\ / 
V 
Where id~o.2~([f]u~)= [foid<o.=,]~p:,; id<o.2>(a,/3, 30 = (a, 30. We find an extension of 
U 2 which is isomorphic to a normal ultrafilter in V[G]. For getting RF-minimal 
Q-point we consider the various t.~tensions of the diagram 
Vk/U "~ " V k2/U 2 
\ /  
V 
and using the closing of the forcing we find some such extension which gives a 
RF-minimal Q-point. 
For a non 2-Ramsey p-point we build some Kunen-Paris [7] generic extension 
of V[G]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Definition 1.1. An ultrafilter U over a set J is called measurable if it is uniform 
(Xe U--* IXI = IJl) and I/I-complete. 
Definition 1.2. If U is a measurable over J Nu is the transitive collapsing of the 
ultrapower V J~ U iv : V ~ N is the usual elementary embedding, and if f :  J ~ V, 
[_f]u denotes the equivalence class of f in VJ/U or the corresponding to it element 
of Nt~. 
The following partial order was defined by M.E. Rudin and Keisler. 
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Defiaillion 1.3. The Rudin-Keisler ordering (RK) on mea,~urable ultrafilters is 
defined as follows. 
If U and U 1 are measurable over J and J~, U ~<r~K U ~ iff there is a function 
f : j l _ _> j  so that U=f , (U1) ,  where 
f , (u  ~) ={x~_JI f-'"(x) c ul}. 
Let U =--RK V iff both U "~rtK U 1 and U ~ ~<RK U; in this ca~e, U is said to be 
isomorphic to U ~. Finally, let U~ U ~ iff U ~Rr: U 1 and U ~bRK U ~. 
As ~<RK is transitive, ~--R~: is an equivalence relation; the use of the term 
isomorphism is justified by: 
Proposition 1.4. I f  U and U 1 are as above, U =Rr. U ~ if[, there are [: J--> f l ,  
X ~ U and Y ~ U 1 so that / . (U)  = U 1 and f restricted to X is 1-1 onto Y, i.e. f is 
1-1 (rood U). 
For a proof of this result and more details on ~RK, see [I0]. 
It is also interesting to note that if U, U 1 are measurable and U ~<RK U1, to 
every f so that f , (U  1) = U there corresponds an elementary embedding f ' :Nu  ---> 
No,; define f' by f'([g]u) = [g°f]u' .  
Note also that the following diagram is commutative 
Nu= VJ/U ~ VJ ' /U1~Nu,  
\ / ,  
V 
The following concepts were first used in the study of the ultrafilters over to (see 
W. Rudin [11] and Choquet [1]) and later for the ultrafilters over the measurable 
cardinals by Ketonen [4, 5] and Kanamori [2]. 
Definition 1.5. Let J be a set of cardinality k and U be a measurable ultrafilter 
over J. 
(i) f~ Jk  is unbounded (mod U) iff for every a <k  {& ~J I  a <f(&)}~ U. 
(if) f E Jk is almost 1-1 (mod U) iff there is an X e U so that for every a <),  
If-~"(~o,}) n x l  < k. 
(iii) U is a p-poia~ iff every function in Jk unbounded (mod U) is almost 1-1 
(rood U). 
(iv) U is minimal iff every functign in ~k unbounded (mod U) is I - I  (rood U). 
rot  a proof of the following proposition see [3]. 
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Proposition 1.6. The following are equivalent [or a measurable ultrafilter U over J: 
(i) U is RK-minimal (there is no U l <me U). 
(ii) U is minimal. 
(iii) U is isomorphic to normal ultrafilter over [J[. 
Function [:.I-.-~ k is cal led ti~e least non-constant function (rood U) when 
[/]u = k. It is evident that U is a p-point  iff its least non-constant function is 
almost 1-1 (rood U). 
The ~ollowing definition is due to Puritz [9] for k = to and general ized by 
Kan~m,~ri [2] t~ t~c ca~c k > to. 
Definit ion 1.7. For  a measurable ultrafitter U over J of cardinal ity k and a 
non-constant function f :  J --> k (rood U) t,*ae constel lation of [f]u is defined as 
follows: 
con([_f]tj) = {[g]t: ~ On I for some fJ, gl e kk, 
iu(fl)([f]t~) = [g]u and iu(g~)([g]u) = If]u}. 
The following proposit ion due to Kanamor i  [2]. 
Proposition 1.8. For U, f as abov ~, 
con([.f]u) = {[Hof]u l l I  is a permutation of k}. 
a~d hence U is minimal i~ con([id]u) is the unique constellation. 
2o Extensions of the diagrams 
We start with V = L[U] the model of sets constructible from a normal ultrafii- 
ter U over a measurable cardinal. Fol lowing Kunen [6], let io. be the e lementary 
embedding of V into N~ Vk"/U" and k. = io,,(k) for every 0< n <~o and if n =0,  
then ko=k and No=V.  Hence U"={Ac_k" l (ko  . . . . .  k._l)~io,,(A)} and 
[id]t~,t=(ko . . . . .  k.-1). Also for re<n, Oto . . . . .  ot,,~k; i o< ' "</ , . - l<n ,  if 
id<~ ....... ~,,, ~((ao . . . . .  a . -1))  = (a~,... a~,,, ), then the fol lowing diagram is commuta-  
tive, 
Nm ~0 Vk"'/ U"  ia~,. .~, ~ ~ Vk"/ U" ~ N,~ 
V 
Where id~ ....... ~,., ~([/qu,..) = [foid(i ....... i,., ,~]u ~. It holds since U " = id .  ........ ~_,~.( U"). 
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Our main interest is the case m = 2, n = 3; i~ ---- 0, i~ = 2, sc we get the following 
diagram 
N~ ~ V ~/Lr ~ ~d:,,~, W' /U  s ~- Ns 
V 
Denote it by D. 
[,emma 2.1. (i) N2 f3 k~N s= N3 f3 k~N s. 
(ii) id~o.2~a! =a, for all a < kl, id~o.~)(k0 = k2 and i~0,2~(k2) = k3. 
Proot. (i) see Kunen [11]. 
(ii) First 
id~o.2~(k) = id~o.2)([i~]o~) = [ido]u~ = k 
and 
i~0.2>(kl) = id(o.2)([id~]u~) = [idl °id(o.2)]u~ = [id2]u3 = k2. 
Now every a < k~ is in con([ido]u0 since if a = [f~ ]u~ and U' = {A ~ k I a e i02(A)}, 
then U' ~RK U. Else f,~.(U 2) = U '~ U 2 (since by Kunen [11] every ultrafilter i~, 
t .[U] is isomorphic to a power of U) and f, must be 1-1 on some set A c_ k x k in 
U 2. ~<k~ so we can assume that for every &,O)eA,  f,~(l",0)<0 but it is 
impossible since U is normal and cf kl ~ k ÷. 
id~o,2)(k~) = ks follows from the elementarity of ida0,2>. 
The main idea of our construction of the non-minimal p-point is to find a 
generic extension V[G] of V such that in V[G] there are ultrafilters ~ awl 
which extend U 2 and U 3 respectively and: 
(i) for every f ~ V fq k~ V, k~ gE VN V[fJ~..=[f]u~and [g]F,=[g]u.~, 
(ii) ~ is isomorphic to a normal ultrafilter over k. 
(iii) ~ = id~o.2~.(U3). 
It is sufficient since then by (i) ido must be the minimal non-constant function 
rood U 2 ([ido]u~ = [ido]U~ = k). Hence by (ii) there is a set A ~ U 2 such that ida(A) 
is 1-1. Now by (iii) iffJ.2>(A) = B ~ ~ and 
{a<k 1{/3 <k  [ {3,<k [ a </3 <V}~ U}~ U}~ U 
so ido must be almost 1-1 on the set BN{(a , /3 ,3 , ) Ia</3<3,}~U 3 
(idol({c~}) ={(a,/3, 3') I a </3 <.~ and (a, 3') e A}). Again by (i) ido is the minimal 
non-constant function mod U s. Hence ~ is a p-point. To show that is is 
non-minimal is enough to point that ~'3 RK-~ ~-'2. It is SO since.~, by (i) i0"~ _ ioa and 
i~ _ io2 hence V[G]~'/U 3 -~ N~ = Ns[i~(G)] and V[G]k~-/U 2-~ NO'~ = N2[i~(G)]. 
It follows that Nfi'~ ~ N~ (for example, the first measurable in Nta is k2 but ir~ N0"~ 
is ks> k2). 
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Suppose now that P is a fo:cing notion such that for some generic O ~ P the 
following condition holds: 
There are G~ e V[G] (j = 2, 3) such that: 
(*)~G i is a generic subse': of ion(P) = P~ over N~. (*) 
(*)~G~ ___ io~"(G), (*)~ G3 ~- in'u<o,2>'~'~OJz)." 
Lem~a 2.2. I f  P satisfies (*) and G~, G~, G3 are as above, then we can extend the 
diagram D until the diog:am D* 
N~[G~] '~':'~'~d" ...... "~"N~[G~] 
v[~]  
(We call such diagrams generic extentions of D). 
Proof. Define i*oi(K6(a))=K~(ioj(a)) for every a~V and j=2,  3, and 
id~o.2>(K~(b))=K6~(id~o,a>(b)) for b~N2. By (*) every io'2, io'3 and iff*o,2> are 
elementary embeddings. D* is commutative since for every a ~ V: 
id~o,2>( i*oa( KG )( a ) ) = id* 2>( K6~( ioa( a ) ) ) 
= Ko~(id~o.2>(ioE(a))) = Ko,(io3(a)) = i*o3(K~(a)). 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that D* is a generic extension of the diagram D. Then in 
V[G] there are the measurable ultrafilters U 2 D [_F and U "~3 ~_ U 3 which satisfy (i) 
and (iii). 
Proof. Define for .i = 2, 3 
U i = {A ~ PVf~](ki) l k(j)~ io*i(A)} 
where k(2) = (k, kl) and k(3) = (k, kl, g2). 
Claim 1, V[G]k'/U ~ ~ Nj[Gj] by ~r([/']~7) --- i*~(f)(k(i)) for j = 2, 3. 
Proof. Let us show that it is an elementary embedding. So suppose that for some 
fgrmula O(xl . . . . .  x,) and some function:, fl . . . . .  f, ~k'V[ G] 
v[  a ]~'/ U j ~ O([fd~, . . . . .  [f,,]~). 
Then by l_x~s' theorem 
A =:{& ~ k'l V[G]~ O(fi(~) . . . . .  f,,(a)}e U ~. 
By the definition of U i then 
k(D e. i*j(A) = {a e io*~(k9 [ Nj[Gj]~ O(io~(fi)(a) . . . . .  io~(f,)(a))}. 
So N~[G~]~ O(io~(fO(k(i)) . . . . .  io~(J'~)(k(i))). 
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We prove now that H is onto /'~[Gt]. Suppose that t~[G i ] .  Then t= 
K~,([S]u,), where S is a function in V. Define for all t /e k~f(a) = K6(S(&)). Again 
by the definition of U j 
k(j) ~ {& < i*oj(k~) ] i*oj(f)(ft)= K,~,(~)((i*ol(S))(f¢)) 
= K~,(( ioAS))( ,~))}.  
Hence lI([[]tr,)= i*i(f)(k(i))= K~,((io~(S))(k(j))). Now since k(/)= [id]/7, we have 
(ioj(S))(k(j)) = [S]/7, and hence H([f]tT, ) = t. This...proves Claim 1. 
So since i*o~_io~ we have (i), to show that U2=id<o,2>.(~), it is sufficient o 
prove the following. 
• I Claim 2. id*.2> = ~d<o.2~. 
Proof. Suppose that t ~ N2[G2]. Then t = K,~J[S]u~), where S is a function in V. 
By the definition of id*.2~ 
id* 2>(t) = K~,(id~o.2>([S]u~)) = Ka~([S oid<o.2>]t,,). 
As in Claim 1 t=[f]tT, v/aere f (~)=K~(S(&))  for 6ek  2. So for every ~k  3 
(f°id.~.2~)(&) =K~((S o id~o 2 )(a)). Hence in the ultrapower we have 
~°id<o.2)]U, = io*3(f°id(o.2>)((k, kl k2)) 
= Ko~(i*oa(S°id~o.2>)((k, kt, k2))) 
= K~(io3(Soidto.2>)((k, k 1 k2))) 
= Ko,~([S id<o.~,>]t, ) = td<o.2>([f]u~). 
This prcves Claim 2 and Proposition 2.3. 
So for getting a non-minimal p-point over k it is enough to find a generic 
extension D* of the diagram D such that N2[G2] is isomorphic to the ultrapower 
of V[G] over a normal ultrafilter. 
3. The forcing 
We use Silver's Forcing Method to introduce a generic function from k to k 
preserving the measurability of k. We describe briefly what we need to do this. 
Define tbe forcing notion P~ for a < k by induction. Let C, be the Cohen's 
forcing in V~. for adding a generic function from a to a, i.e., 
C,~ ={re  V~ [f  is a partial function from a to a and Ill<a}. 
For every ordinal a if it is a regular cardinal and a #/3 ÷ for !imit cardinal/3, then 
define P,,÷t = P, * C,, else P~.I = P,, *0. At limit stages fra' i;~accessible a, let P,, 
be the direct limit of (PB [/3 <a) ,  for accessible a, the inverse limit of (Pa[/3 <a) .  
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Let P<k be the direct limit of G~ [ a < k) and P = P<k * Ck. For more details see, 
for example, [3]: 
Let G be a generic subset of P ~,nd Gk = G N Ck so Gk is generic function from 
k to k. 
Return now to the ultrapowers ~2 and N~. By the elementarity of io2 and io3: 
io2(P) -P  *C  *P . r ,  .p  *C  - -  <k  k kk t  ~kl  klk:~ k2~ 
io3(P)= P<k * Ck ~'P,.a,*Ck,* Pk,k2*Ck2* Pk2k~*Ck~. 
Ti~e embedding id!c.z > of N2 to N3 works on these sequences as follows: 
• t , Id~o.2>(P<k "Ck ~ Fk~,) = P<k * Ck * Pkk,, 
id~o.2>(Ck,) = C~, 
ld(0.Z,(Pk,k~ CI.~) - Pk~k~* Ck,. 
Find now a subset G2 of io2(P) in V[G] such that G2 is a generic over N2 and 
• it G2 D_ ~oe(G,. Following Silver we define G2 N (P<k * Ck) = G and find in V[G] a 
set 
G' c-- (P<k *Ck * Pkk,*Cz,* Pk,k~*Ck)/G 
= eke,* C~,* ek,k,* Ck~ 
which intersects every dense D ~ N2[G ] in the forcing Pkk, * Ck~ * Pk,k2* Ck~ and the 
condition U Gc_Ck~ is in G'OC'k~. It can be done since there are only k ÷ such 
dense D in N-,[G], the forcing Pkk,*Ck,P~,~k~*Ck~ is k+-closed (the union of any 
k-sequence of the conditio~ls is a condition) and N2[G]I"3 ~N2[G] = 
V[G] fq kN2[G]. Put now G2 = G * G', It is as required. Notice that we have much 
freedom for choosing G'. 
In the same way we find G3 ~ V[G] which is generic over N3 and G3 D i'~3(G). 
For satisfying G3~_id~o.2>(G2) we must choose G3 more carefully. Denote 
i(e)lk, = P<~ * C~ * Vkk,, i(P)lk~ = i(V)tk~ * Ck,, i(V)lk2 = i(P)[k~  * Pk,~ and 
i(P)[k ~ = i(P)[k2* C~. 
Pick G3 fq i(P)[k2 = G2 fq i(P)[k2. Now id~o.2>"(G2 f~ Ck,) = G2 f3 Ck~ s~nce 
id~o.2>[k~ = k~. 
In N3[G3Ni(P)Ik2] ~J(G2fqC~,)~Cg:. Find Gk~V[G]  generic over 
N3[G.~Ni(P)[k2] subset of Ck2 such that L_J (G2~Ck,)eGk.. Put G3fqi(P)lk~ = 
(G3Ni(P)[k2)*Gk~. So we get 
id~o.2>"(G2 f3 (P<k * C~ * P<k, * Ck)) 
- G3 f3 (P<~ *Ck *P~.~*C~*P~,~*C~)= df G~. 
Hence there is an elementary embedding id"~o,2> of N~[G2 f3 
(P<~ *Ck *Pg~, *C~)] into N3[G!,.]. It can be defined as follows: 
id~o.a>(Ko;nte<~ *Ck*Pkk,*C~ , ) (a ) )  m- Ko~(id~o.E~(a)). 
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NOW we try to find (3; 3 such that 
id~o,2>"(G2 N (Pk,~* Ck~)) --~ G3 fq (Pk~k~* Ck) 
and work in N3[G~]. We get that Pk~,*Ck~=io3(P)/G~ is a k~-closed forcing. 
Suppose that some DtN3[G~] is a dense open subset of P~.~k~*Ck~. There is a 
condition p E G~ 
P -~3 (D is a dense open subset of Pk2k~* Ck). 
Adding to the name D pairs (p', q') such that p' forces 'D is not dense open and 
t . ~ q ~ Pk~ Ck~ we get the name D' such that the empty condition forces that D' is 
a dense open subset of Pk~k~*Ck, and K~;(D')= D. 
Fix some function [~ k~VCl V which represents D' in N3. Then for some set A 
of (a,/3, 3') in the ultrafilter U ~ we get 
011P[3"+ (f(~,/3, 3") isa dense open subset P,k*Ck). 
Also 
011P~3'+ (P-vk*Ck is 3'+-closed). 
For every 3" let g(3') be the name of the intersection of f(a,/3, 3') where 
(a,/3, 3') ~ A and a </3 < 3'. Since it is the intersection of less than 3, + dense open 
sets we get: 
- -~  (g(3") is dense open in P-~k * Ck and g(3")~_ [(a,/3, 3')) 
for every (a,/3, 3") e A. 
Use now io2. Since id(o.2~(A) ={(a, 3') [ ::l /3 (a, /3, ~,)eA}e U 2 we obtain that 
0 N2 ([g']u~_ is a dense open subset of P~,,k~*Ck~), 
where for (a, 3')e id"o.2>(A) g'(a, 3')= g(3'). So there is 
p ~ G2 n (Pk,k~* Ck) n Ko.~ o: :p)lk;([g']t~-')- 
We remind that 
id"~o.2> : N2[G2 t"3 i02(P)lk~] ~ N3[G~]. 
Hence 
...~, :%~', . . . .  
ld(o,2>(p) E (ld(0,2 > (a  2 f') Pk,~* Ck)) fq Ko~([g o ~d<o,2>]u,). 
But by the choice of g' Ko~([g'oid(c.2>]u~) is a dense subset of Ko~(Ef]u~)=D. 
Hence ld(o,2 ) (G2f"IP~,,k~*C~)f'ID¢O. And since D was arbitrary we get that 
{p ~ P~:k~* Ck~ [ 3q ~ id"~'o,2>"(G2 ~ Pk,~ * Ck), q >~ p} = df R 
is generic subset of P<~* C~ over N~[G~]. 
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Put G3 :: G~* R. Hence id~o.2>"G2 ~ G3. So we get G, G~, G3 which satisfy (*) 
from Section 2. By Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 in V[G] there are measurable 
ultrafilter~ ~ U 2 and ~_  U 3 which satisfy (i) and (iii) from Section 2. 
For satisfying (ii) we must cboose G2 so that ~ will be isomorphic to a normal 
ultrafilte," over k. 
Denote Gk =l J (GNCk) and Gk.=l.J (G2fqC~). 
Lem~la 3.1. If Gk~(k) = kl and for zvery a < k Gk~(a) < k, then U ~ is isomorphic to 
a normal ultrafiller over k. 
ProoL Let A ={(a, 9)~k21Gk(¢,~)=[3 and for every a '<~ Gk(a ' )<a}.  Then 
(k, kl) ~ i*oa(A) and he~,ce by the definition of ~ A is in Lr2 Now the minimal 
non-constant function r, Jod ~[~ is ido (ido(a,/3) = a). It is clear that ido is 1-1 on A. 
So ido,(U ' '~) iz normal ultrafilter isomorphic to ~z. 
Return to the definition of G 2. First G2 ~-io2"(G). Hence Gk2 ~-Gk and so for 
every a < k Gk2(a)= Gk(a)< k, We have no addition limitations on Gk~. So pick 
Gk~ such that Gk~(k) = kl. 
4. Some applications 
Definition 4,1. Let D be an uitrafilter over J and E~ be a ultrafdter over J~ for 
every i~ J. The D-limit of (E~ l i ~ J) is the ultrafilter over I ji,~j J~ defined by 
X~D-IimE~ iff { i IXNJ~eE~}sD. 
The following partial orde,ing on ultrafilters was defined by Frolik and M.E. 
Rudin. 
Delinifion 4.2. Family of ultrafilters (E~ ] i e J), E: over Ji is a descrete if there is a 
partition (X~ [ i ~ J) of !.A~j J~ so that X~ e E~ for each i E J. 
The Rudin-Frolik ordering (RF) on ultrafihers is defned for some ultrafilter D 
over I as follows: D ~RF U iff for some discrete family (Ei I i ~ I) U = D-lim Ei. 
Our main interest is to the case where D and U are measurable uitrafilters over 
k. For such ultrafilters it is evident that if D ~<RF U, then D ~<RK U. And hence if 
D is RK-minimal it is also RF-minimal. Is there an R_F-minimal measurable 
ultrafilter which is not RK-minimal? By Kunen [6] in the model L[U]  it cannot be 
the case since every tol-complete ultrafilter is isomorphic to some power of U. On 
other side, Solovay showed [2] lhat such a measurable ultrafilter on k exists and 
even that it is not p-point from the assertion that k is 2 k-supercompact. 
In the model V[G] the following observation can be made. 
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Proposition 4,3, In V[G] there is a non-minimal p-point over k which is RF-  
minimal. 
Proof. Let W be an uitrafilter over k isomorphic to ~.  Then W is a non- 
minimal p-point on k. Suppose that for some measurable ultrafilter D on k and a 
discrete family (E~ [ a < k) W = D-lim E~. Then, since W is a measurable ultrafil- 
ter on k, E~ must be at least to~-complete for a set of a in D. But then since we 
started from V= L [U]  such E~ must be over a set of cardinality k and it is 
uniform. But W is p-point. Contradiction. So W is RF-minimal. 
In Ketonen [5] the following problem (2.13) is stated: 
If D is a p-point over k with exactly two constellations ( ee Definition 1.7), is 
D a sum? 
The following proposition gives a negative answer. 
lhroposilion 4.4. W from Proposition 4.3 has exactly two constellations. 
Proof. Since W= "J"% it is enough to point that U'~ has two constellations. It is so 
since by (i) (see Section 2) every function f :  k3---> k represents an ordinal in Nff~ 
and hence [ f ]~ = [g]u-~ for some g ~ V, g : k 3 ~ k. But every such g lies in one of 
the following constellations con([ido]u~), con([idl]u3), con([id2]u~), con([id~o,2)Jv~), 
con([id~o,t>]u,) or con([id~o.L2>]0"~) (by Kunen, since V=L[U] ,  there are only 
ultrafilters U, U 2, U 3 below U s in the RK-order). By the construction of ~ the 
function id<om is ~-1 mod U 3 hence con([id<om]0"~)=con([id<o.L2>]0"3). Now since 
~3 is non-minimal the function ido is not 1-1 mod ~ (it is a minimal non- 
constant function). Hence con([ido]ff0 ~con([id<o.L2)]0"~) and so U 3 has two con- 
stellations. Point that id~ is 1-1 mtd U'~ since 
{(a,/3, Gk (a)) [ ~ </3 < Gk (ol) and Val(o~ a)Gk (a0} e U 3 
In L[U]  the RK-ordering is linear, Kanomori [2] showed that if k is k- 
compact, then the RK-ordering on k is not even a tree. We will show that it i,s a 
case in V[G], and for getting the consistency, only one measurable cardinal is 
needed. 
Proposition 4,5. In V[G] there is a normal ultrafilter U* and a measurable 
ultrafilter WFa~ >>- U* such that U*× U* and W are RK-incomparable. 
['roof. We recall that D is the normal ultrafilter in V=L[U]  and let S be the 
following diagram 
Vk/U~N~ "~ > , N2~ Vk/U=N~/ io l (U)  
\ /  
V 
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We shall find the generic extensions S* and S** of S (see Section 2 for the 
definition) such that S* is 
V[ G Y l U* ~- N,[ G*~ ] ' "~ '~- -  N2[ G*]  ~- V[ GY~I( U*) 2 
\ 
\ 
V[G] 
S** is 
v[ o ]ff u* -~ N[ G*] _9 ~',__z,__ N~fG**]~ V[Oy~/W 
\V [G] /  
and G* # G2**. 
Suppose for a moment hat such S* and S** are built. Then: 
Claim. W and (U*) 2 are RK-incomparable. 
Proof. As in Proposition 2.3 W and (U*) 2 satisfy (i) from Section 2. 
Suppose that for some f :k2- -~k 2, f , (W)=(U*)  2 (the case f,(U*) 2= W is 
similar). By (i) we can assume that f~ V. By the definitions of (U*) 2 and W they 
include U 2. f , (U 2) is an ultrafflter in V so f , (U  2) = U 2. But then f is equal to 
id mod U 2 (since first f cannot be regressive since then from 00~-completeness of 
U 2 it is easy to find a so that a>f (a )>f ( f (a ) )>f ( f ( f (a ) ) )>" ' .  Second, if 
If]u2> [id]u: then, as points to us Mati Rubin, the following argument works: let 
A~ U 2 be a set on which f (a)>a. Put Ao={/3~A 133,~:A, /3 =f(3')} and for 
/3 ~ Ao, /3, = f~")(/3). Then A '  = U {/3, [/3 e Ao, n < co} is in U 2. We get the graphs 
of the form as shown in Fig. 1. 
Let At ,  A~ be the partition of A '  as Fig. 10. Then let for example A~ ~ U 2. It 
=~"'A ' )  follows that A~_ I  t ~ e U 2 but At  fqA~=0. Contradiction. 
We get id . (W)=(U*)  2 and hence W=(U*)  2. But it is impossible since G~= 
i(u*~(G) # G2** = iw(G). 
So (U*) 2 and W are incomparable. This proves Claim. 
Let us remind the forcing notion P = P<k * Ck. Then in the ultrapowers Nt and 
N2 we get 
io,(P) = P<k * Ck * Pkl¢, * Ck, 
and 
io2(P) = t ~k *Cu *Pkk,*Ck,* Pk,k,*Ck~. 
Let G*~e V[G] a gtmeric subset of ioa(P) over N1. Put 
U* = {m ~/-" 'el(k) [k ~ K~;(io~(A)) = i*a(m)}. 
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Fig. 1 
It is easily seen that V[G]k~/(U*)2=N2[itt~.~2(G)]. Put G2*=itu.~(G). Then 
G2* n iol(P) = O~ and ,12~o1" n Ck,) c_ 02* n ck~. 
So we get the generic extension S* of S. 
Pick now G~**e V[G] such that: 
G** n io,(P) = G~*, U (i,2(G* n Ck,)) = U (G~ nck,)  e G2** n ck~ 
and some p e G2* n Ck~ is not in G2** n Ck~. 
Thus we get S** with the required ploperties, where W= 
{A c k21(k, "** Ix " "** and hence G2**= _ k~)e to~_ (A,,, since by Proposition 2.3 tv/= 102 
iw(G). 
Working some more we can find such a W RF-minimal. 
Proposition 4.6. In V[G] lhere h RF-m:mimal measurable ultrafilter which is not a 
p-point. 
Proof. We use the notations of Proposition 4.5. 
Claim. Every W as in Proposition 4.5 is not a p-point. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then the minimal non-constant function of W ido is 
almost 1-1 on some set A ~ W (obviously it cannot be 1-1 since Wmc>~ U* and 
V[G]k~/W~ V[G]k/U*). Define a function ~,: k ~ k + 1 as follows: 
~r(a) = U {~ I (a, ~)eA}+ 1. 
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Since ido is almost '.-1 on A we get ~" :k ~ k. A e W hence (k, k,) ~ iw(A) and so 
iw('r)(k) > k,. In the ultrapower of U* we get io.('r) : k~ ~ k,. Hence iu.('r)(k) = a 
for some a < k~. Now apply ~he funct,on id~ (ida([.flu.)=[_f°ido]w) to iu,('r)(k). 
id~(iu.(~.)(k)) = iw('r)(k)> k, tut  from the other side ida(a) = a since id~ _ ilz and 
i~2[k~ is. the identity. Contradction. 
Suppose no~: that some W as in Propo.,ition 4.5 is not RF-minimal. Then 
W = D-lim E,,. where D is measurable ultraflter on k and for almost all a, E ,  is 
a tol-complete ultrafilter over a set I,. Now since we started with V= L[U], in 
V[G] k is a unique measurable cardinal. 5o every such 1~ has cardinality k and 
E~ is k-compiete. W.l,o.g. we can ass,:me that each I ,  = k x k. Since (E~ [ a < k) 
is the discrete family we can easily r;nd a measurable ultrafilter W' on k 3 so that 
id<,.2>.W'= W, id<,,z) is 1-1 on a set in W' and W'=D-.,~E,,, i.e., X~W'  iff 
{a 1{(/3, ~/)!(a, 3, "v)~X}~E,,}ED. Since W' is isomorphic to W, V[G]k~/W'~ 
N2[G2**]. By ~taadard areument 
(V[G]klD)',,(k)'I[E~] D~ V[G]k' /W '. 
So W' RK-~D and since W'~RK W, D ~R~: U* W.l.o.g. we can assume that 
D = U*. Then V[G]k/U *= N,[G*] and [E,~]u* is an iot(k)-complete ultrafilter 
over io,(k) 2 in N,[G*]. But 
N,[ G~]i"'(e'~/[ E,~]u* -~ N2[G2**]. 
Hence 
NI[G:~] D N2[G2**] and so G2**~ N,[G~']. 
It gives us t[~e way for building an RF-minimal ultrafilter. It is sufficient o find 
S** (see PrGposition 4.5) s-c'; ~hat G** d N,[Gt*]. Be reminded of the limitations 
on G2** which appear ir a diagram S** with G~ fixed: (a) G2**fq iol(P)= GI* and 
(b) U (G~* fq Ok,) e GY* £1Ck,. 
Let G** t~ i~(P) = G* and G*2* fqPk,k~ Nx[G*~] be some generic subset of Pk,~ 
over N2[~ J, ], where 
~o2(P) ~ P<k * Ck * Pkk, * Ck, * Pk,k, * C~. 
Let <D~,[a <(k~) N,) be an enumeration in N,[G*] of all dense subsets of Ck~ 
which are in N2[G** (G*2* f3 Pk,k)]. D~ = <d~ [/3 < k2) in some enumeration of it 
• , ,  r * **  ~;ils2[G 1 * (G2 f') Pk,k)]. Notice that Nz[G~'] and N2[GI** ((}2** N Pktk2)] have the 
same kl-sequences and so C~ is (kt)N,-closed in N~[G*]. The cofinality of (k~) ~, 
in V and hence in V[G] is k +. Pick some A~_On in V of ordinal type k ' 
unbounded in (k~) ~,, Since N, and V have the same k-sequences of ordinals, 
obviously A fqa ~ N~ for every a <(k~) ~,. Define now Gk~ = G**~C~ a generic 
subset of Ck~ over N2[G*~ * G*2* ~ P<~)] st~ch that U (G* tq C~,) = IA G~, e Gk~ and 
G.~ ~ NI[G*]. 
Define as increaging sequence (pct[a < (k~-) ~,) of elements of C~. Let Po = do a
where /3 is minimal such that do~>l.J G~,. Define p~+z as follows. Let /30 be the 
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least ordinal so that dO~o.~>~p~ and there is /3 so that d~+~p~ and d~a+l is 
incompatible with d,~%~. Denote such minimal/3 by/3~. Put p~÷a =d~a%, if a e A, 
otherwise p~+~ =d~°~_~. For limit a let p = I.J~<~ pv and p, some element of D~ 
stronger than p. Notice that since A Not c N1, (p., I 7 < ct) e NI[G~*] and hence 
p~ Ck~. 
Put Gk~={p~Ck:lrlct<(k~i)N~p~p,~ ~. Then I.]Gk~eGk:. Using (D~!a< 
(k~-) N,) and Gk~ we can easily decode A. Hence Gk~ cennot be in NI[G*]. 
So put G2 **= G** (G**N Pk, k)* Gk~ and it is as required. 
5. 2-Ramsey ultrafiiters 
The following definition is stated in [2]: 
i )eh i l lon  5.1. A measurable ultrafilter W on k is Ramsey if fur any function 
F :  k s ---> 2 there is an X e W homogeneous for F, i.e., IF"(~X]2)! -- 1. 
W is 2-Ramsey if for any F :  k s ~ 3 there is an X E W 2-h,~mogeneous for F, 
i.e., IF"([X]~)l ~<2. 
If U is a normal ultrafilter on k, then by Rowbottom [8] it is Ramsey. 
Kanamori [2] showed that Ketonen's non-minimal p-point is 2-Ramsey. He asked 
"Can 2-Ramsey non Ramsey k-ultrafil~ers always be written as a discrete limit of 
ultrafilters over smaller cardinals?" [2, 4.8] and "is a two constellation p-point 
always 2-Ramsey?" [2, 4.12]. 
We shall give the negative answers to these questions. 
Proposition 5.2. In V[G] there is a measurable ultrafilrer over k which is 2- 
Ramsey non Ramsey and is not a limit of ultrafilters over smaller cardinals. 
The idea. Take W= idl. U "3 where idl and U "~3 are as in Section 3. Since ~'3 is 
p-point, we get a partition of k on pairwise disjoint intervals of the form 
[a, Gk(Ct)] for a set of (a, Gk(a)) in U ''~. Let F be some function from k 2 to 3. 
Since U 2 is isomorphic to a normal ultrafilter, it is easy ::~ find a big set of such 
intervals o that F is constant for any two points from the distinct intervals. Now 
we must find a homogeneous set for F in every such interval so that the union of 
these sets is in W. It is enough for this to find some Cc_[k, Gk2(k)] in N2[G2] 
homogeneous for io~(F)l[k, Gk~(k)] so that kl e id(0.2>(C). If every k2-sequence of 
ordinals from N3[Ga] is in /~2[G2], then the usual argument gives such C. 
Inspecting the construction of G3 it is clearly that we can choose G3 with such a 
property. 
ProoL We use the notation of Section 3. G2e V[G] is a N2-generic subset of 
i~(V) = P<k *C~ *Vkk, * Ck, * Pk,k~ * Ck~. 
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G3 E V[G] is a N3-generic subset of 
io3(P)= P<k *Ck * Pkk, *Ck~* Pk,k2*Ck:* Pk,k~*Ck, •
G3 is chosen so that 
G3 f3(P<k *Ck * Pk~,*Ck~* Pk,k2) = G2 fq(P<k *Ck * Pkk,*Ck, * Pk,~). 
Denote G~AC~, by G~,, for i~<]<~3. The addition limitation on G3 is the 
following: G3  ~[JG2, .  Also G22(k)=k~ but G~,(k)<kl and hence 
O~(k) # O~(k). 
But it is not principle. We can easily choo~e such O~, in the world N2[G2]. Point 
that the forcing Pk~.k~ * Ck~ does not add new k2-sequences of ordinals over 
N3[G3 f') P<k *Ck *Pkk,*Ck,*P~,~*Cj. 
So since N3 N k2N3 = N2 f'~ k2N3 (Lemma 2.1) and G3 A io2(P)e Nz[G2] we get that 
N3[G3] I"l k2On = Nz[G2] N k2On. 
Find now ~'3 for such G3. Put W = id~.(Lr'5). So W is the p-point on k since id~ 
is 1-1 mod l.~ and A e W iff k~ ~ ion(A). Also it is easily seen that Nw = N3[G3] 
and [id]w = k~. Point that {(a,/3, Gk(c0) I c~ </3 < Gk(a)}e U'~. Find some subset 
A of this set in ~5, so that the restriction of id~ on A is 1-1. Let B = ida(A). 
Then for every/3 e B there is a unique a0 so that (ao,/3, Gk(aO))e A. Notice that 
the function /3 ~ t~a is the least non-constant function mod W and a~,(W)= 
ido,(U2). W.l.o.g~ we car, assume that the imervals [a0, G(ao)] are pairwise 
disjoint for every/3 in B (otherwise change B on some smaller set also in W with 
this property; it exists since ~z = id~o,2>,(~'3) is normal). 
Now let F:k2---~3. Find B~_B in W so that for some i<3 and for every 
/3,/3'~B~ ao,<at~ implies F(/3',/3)=i. First find for every /3 in B Ro and i0 so 
that F"({/3}x Ro) = io and Ro e W. Let B' c_ B be a set in W of/3's with one io. For 
/3 in B' put Q~ = f'l {Ra ] a~ = c~}. Q~ is the intersection of less than k elements of 
W hence it is in W. Now since the function /3 ~ aa is the least non-constant 
function mod W we get, that B~ = {/3 e B' I (V/3' </3)((/3' ~ B'/x a¢~,< ot 0 "*/3 ~ Q~,.)} 
is as required. 
Work now in the ultrapower N~[O2] = V[G]k'~/U "~2. Consider F* =af iu~(F)l[k, ki]. 
Point that Gu~(k)=k~ and Gk~=i#(G~). Suppose for a moment 
that we found some homogeneous set C for F* in N2[G2] so that k~ ~ id~o.2>(C). 
Let then C=[g]ff--. Then for almost all (a, Gk(ot)) (rood U 2) g(a, Gk(a)) is a 
homogeneous subset of Fl[a, Gk(a)]. Find ~3 and E~ ~ so that for every 
(a, G~ (a)') ~ E and for every /3'/3 ~ (g(a, Gk (or))) F(/3,/3') = j. Put 
13~= ~ {(g(a, G~(a)))~B~l(ce, Gg(a))6E}. 
By the cor~struction [F"([B2]Z)I <~ 2. Show that Bz~ W. 
i~(B2) = U {io~(g)(a, Gk~(ot)) f3 iff,(B~) I (a, G~(a))6 i0:~(E)}. 
Since Ba6 W we get k~iff~(BO. Also (k, kz)~iu~(E) since (k, k~)~iff~-(E) and 
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id~o,2>(k, kl))= (k, k2). Consider now i~(g)(k, k2). In N2[G2] iu'~(g)(k, k l )= [g]~ = 
C and kl ~ id~o.~)(C). So 
k~ ~ id~o.2>(i~(g)(k, k0) = i~-~(g)(k, 2). 
Hence k~e iu~(g)(k, kz)fqiu~(B~) and so k~ ~ i~(B2). Hence Bz~ W and we are 
finished. 
Claim, There is a set C in N2[G2] homogeneous for F* so that kt ~ id~o.2>(C). 
Proof, Work in N2[G2]. I~t T be the normal tree defined by F* [3, Section 5]. 
Since k~ is inaccessible in N2[G2] it is of the height kt. By the elementary of id(o.2> 
T~ = id~o.2>(T) is a normal tree of the height k2 in Na[G3]. Let C~ be ~;ome branch 
of this tree so that k, e C~. Put C2 = C~ n k~. Then (72 is k~-sequence of ordinals in 
Na[G3] and so it is in N2[G2]. Now (72 is kt-branch in T since id~o,2~[k~ is the 
identity. Hence id~o.2~(C2), is k2-branch in T1 which extends C2. So kl e id~0.2>(C2) 
since k~ lies on the limit level of T~ and k~ is in the branch C~ which also extends 
C2. Put C = {a ~ (72 [ F*(a, a') = id'(o.2)(F*)(kl, k~)}, where for /3 ~ C1 /3' is the 
successor of /3 ~ C~. 
Proposition 5,3. There is a generic extension V* o1' V[G] so that in V* there is a 
two constellation p-point which is not 2-Ramsey. 
Proof. We use the notztions of Proposition 5.4. 
By Levy's Collapsing we collapse Gk(a e) to a~ ÷ for every/3 in B. Let Col be 
such forcing and V* = V[G, Coil the resulting genezic extension of V[G]. 
In V[G] consider the commutative diagram D in Fig. 11. 
N2[G2] ~ V[G]k/02 ~a ...... > v[a]k3[[f 3-~ N3[G3] 
We show that is can be extended in V*. Since Col,~ is closed enough by 
Kunen-Paris [7] iff~ and i~'~ can be extended. Let us extend id~o,2>. Work in the 
ultrapowers. Choose the N~.[Gj]-generic subsets Col~ of Col((k÷+) N2, ki-~) 
(j = 2, 3) so that Col 3 N Col((k++) N2, kt)= Col~. 
It can be done since Col((k++) N~, kt) satisfies kl-c.c, in N-zIG2] and by Proposi- 
tion 5.2 also in N3[G3]. So it gives us the elementary embedding id~o.2> :N2[G2] 
[Col * C~31~] N3[G3][Col * C013]. Now as in Section 3 we can extend it until the 
embedding of 
N2[G2, Col*Ct31~*G 2] in N3[a3, C;l*C~)13*G 3]
where G i is a N/[Gi, Col* Ct31~]-generic subset of ibm(Col)- Col* Col~. Notice that 
the forcing i0"~(Col)- Col * Col~ is (k~) N~t6,'c°l*c°t~ Lclosed. 
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So we get a generic extension D* of D. Let in D* U~i extends ~.  
Put W* = {A e PV*(k) ]/q e ,u;(A)}. Then B ~ W*. For every fl in B there is 
Fo. : [Gk(a~)] 2 --~ 2 without a homogeneous set of cardinality Gk(cto). Fix such F~. 
Define 
F t ~(B,/3 ), if aB =a~ 
F( f l , /3 ' )  = t2 ,  if aa <a~.  
Suppose that there is BI __. B in W* 2-homogeneous for F. Let for every/3 in 
Bl "r(aa, Gk(ao)) = I.] (BI n Gk(ao)). Then ~'(a 0, Gk (a0)) < Gk(a o) since 
B~n[ae, Gk(ao)] is homogeneous for F,~ and Gk(a o) is regular in V*. In the 
ultrapower we get iu;(1")(k, k2)> k~ since kl ~ iu;(B1). But kl >['r]u; = iu~(*)(k, kt) 
and id~o.2~[ka is the identity. Contradiction. Hence W* is as required. 
6. O-poin~ ~ V[G] 
The following concept is due to W. Rudin [11]. 
Definition 6.1. D is a Q-point iff every almost 1-1 function is 1-1 on a set in D. 
Proposition 6.2 (Ketonen [4]). A measurable ultrafilter 1) is a O-point if and only 
if there is a E ~RK D s.t. E extends the closed unbounded filter on K. 
If D is a Q-point, let F(D) = {[/]o [ f . (D)  extends the closed unbounded filter} 
and h(D) = ordertype of F(D). 
By taking sums of normal ultrafilters, one can construct Q-points D so that 
h(D) -- !, 2, 3 . . . .  
The following natural question was asked by Ketonen [5]: 
If D is a Q-point with A(D)= 2 is D isomorphic to a normal sum of normal 
ultrafilters? 
A. Kanamori has pointed out that if W is a non-minimal p-point and the E's  
are distinct normal ultra.filters, then the U-sum of the E's  is a Q-point of type 2 
which is not a normal sum. So in V[G] there is such a Q-point. 
Ketonen asked also if such an ultrafiiter has to be a sum at all. 
The following proposition gives a negative answer. 
Proposition 6.3. In V[G] there is a RF-minimal non-minimal Q-point W so that 
X (W) = 2. 
Proof. We shall show that the ultrafilter W from Proposition 4.6 can be chosen 
so that (1) it is a Q-point and (2) h(W)= 2. We use notations from Proposifon 
4.6. 
(1) Q-point. Since W is 'from a generic extension of the dia~'am S, every 
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non-constant mod W function is in one of the following constellations 
con([ido]W), con([idt]w) or. con(lid]w). Now ido cannot be almost 1-1 mod W by 
the claim from Proposition 4.6. id is 1-1 on k 2, but the function idl(a,/3) =/3 is 
almost 1-1 on the set {(~x,/3)1 a </3} which is in U2_c W. Hence our purpose is to 
find W so that idl is 1-1 mod W. 
To do this let us return to the definition of Gk2. Change a little the choice of Po: 
let po=d~o, where /3 is the minimal so that do~>U Gk, and {(kl, k)}~deo. Obvi- 
ously, since U G~, : kl --~ kl, U Gk, U{(kl, k)} is a condition in Ck~ and so such /3 
exists. 
Chdm. In such W the [unction idl is 1-1. 
Proof. Since Gk~(k~)=k, by the definition of W we get A - -  
{(cx,/3)~ k2lGk(/3)=a}~ W. So idt(a, 13)=/3 is 1-1 on A. This proves Claim. 
So every non-constant function (rood W) is in con([ido]w) or in con([id]w). 
Hence W is a Q-point. 
(2) A (W)= 2. First notice that id~.(W) is a normal ultrafilter and hence includes 
every closed unbounded subset of k. Now by Proposition 6.2 W is isomorphic to 
an ultrafilter which extends the closed unbounded filter on k. So A(W)= 2. 
Added in Proof 
As pointed out to us by A. Kanamori, T.K. Mcnas [12] obtained under the 
assumption that K is 2 K-supercompact that there is a p-point which is a successor 
of a minimal ultrafilter, but not 2-Ramsey and more than that; if 2 K = K ÷ it is not 
Jonsson. (U is Jonsson iff for every F: [K] <'° there is a set A in U so that 
F"([A] <°') = K.) He also obtained, under the assumption of the existence of a 
strong compact cardinal, that the first measurable cardinal K carries a non- 
minimal p-point K-ultrafilter. 
We can show that W* from Proposition 5.3 is not Jonsson. 
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